The phylogenetic utility and functional constraint of microRNA flanking sequences
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MicroRNAs (miRNAs) have recently risen to prominence as novel factors responsible for post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression. miRNA genes have been posited as highly conserved in the clades in which they exist. Consequently, miRNAs have been used as rare genome change characters to estimate phylogeny by tracking their gain and loss. However, their short length (21–23 bp) has limited their perceived utility in sequenced-based phylogenetic inference. Here, using reference taxa with established phylogenetic relationships, we demonstrate that miRNA sequences are of high utility in quantitative, rather than in qualitative, phylogenetic analysis. The clear orthology among miRNA genes from different species makes it straightforward to identify and align these sequences from even fragmentary datasets. We also identify significant sequence conservation in the regions directly flanking miRNA genes, and show that this too is of utility in phylogenetic analysis, as well as highlighting conserved regions that will be of interest to other fields. Employing miRNA sequences from 12 sequenced drosophilid genomes, together with a Tribolium castaneum outgroup, we demonstrate that this approach is robust using Bayesian and maximum-likelihood methods. The utility of these characters is further demonstrated in the rhabditid nematodes and primates. As next-generation sequencing makes it more cost-effective to sequence genomes and small RNA libraries, this methodology provides an alternative data source for phylogenetic analysis. The approach allows rapid resolution of relationships between both closely related and rapidly evolving species, and provides an additional tool for investigation of relationships within the tree of life.

1. Introduction

Similarly to protein-coding genes, microRNAs (miRNA) are transcribed inside the nucleus as long primary transcripts before further processing. The transcript, known as a pri-miRNA, forms a pre-miRNA hairpin-loop structure and migrates to the cytoplasm for further processing, leading to the production of mature 5p and 3p miRNAs [1]. Subsequently, these mature miRNAs form RNA-induced silencing complexes, which usually target the 3'UTRs of mRNA molecules, leading to target gene expression repression or translational inhibition in animals. Previous studies have suggested that once a new microRNA is incorporated into the gene regulatory network of an animal, it is usually retained and becomes difficult to lose during evolution [2–5]. Given this special property, homeoplasy has been proposed to be rare, and the presence and absence of mature miRNAs have been used in recent years as rare genomic change data to clarify the phylogenetic positions of many animal phyla [6,7]. Some authors disagree on the use of miRNAs as phylogenetic characters, especially with regard to their use in previous studies [8]. However, recent work has addressed many of the points raised in criticism of miRNAs as qualitative markers [9].

Despite the rising popularity of miRNA in qualitative phylogenetics, the use of miRNA as more traditional phylogenetic markers based on raw sequences is rare,
perhaps owing to their short lengths when compared with the ribosomal RNA or protein-coding genes traditionally employed for phylogenetic inference. With the exception of one approach examining pre-miRNA sequence data [9], the utility of the sequence of non-coding RNA in general and miRNA in particular in this fashion is untested, and could differ markedly from traditional characters in its utility to be used for reliably inferring phylogeny. However, miRNA sequence data have several potential advantages for use in estimating phylogenetic relationships. They are, as previously noted, rarely lost in the course of evolution, and their mutation rate is slow compared with many protein coding genes [3]. They could therefore be useful for recovering the phylogenies of problematic groups of taxa, such as fast-evolving radiations. Additionally, homology can be identified in both genomic and small RNA library sequencing datasets [3], although proper care should be taken to avoid mischaracterization of short reads [9]. Paralogy can also be discerned from syntenic landscapes (e.g. electronic supplementary material, file S1, table S3, genomic context), and subsequent alignment is straightforward. These features allow the rapid derivation of sequence data for alignment from de novo builds of such resources, easing analysis considerably. Unlike many other loci, back mutation is also less likely to hide true variation, especially in mature miRNA sequences, as mutation in miRNAs is tightly constrained by fidelity to miRNA binding sites in target transcripts [10].

Here, we have successfully tested the use of concatenated miRNA sequence, concatenated miRNA flanking sequence and a combined dataset, including both miRNA and flanking region sequence in resolving the phylogeny of a group of closely related insect species. By comparing miRNA sequence from the 12 published drosophilid genomes, regions flanking the hairpin structure were found to be highly conserved in these sequences. Construction of phylogenetic trees using these regions from all miRNAs conserved across the 12 drosophilids, along with the beetle Tribolium castaneum as outgroup, recovered a tree topology matching that of previous work based on large concatenated nuclear alignments with strong support. This approach also proved its utility when used to reconstruct ribbitid nematode and primate phylogeny. Consequently, the sequence of miRNAs and their flanking regions represents suitable characters for phylogenetic reconstruction at the intragenus and infrafamily level, as well as potential cis-regulatory regions for controlling miRNA expression. Conversely, further analysis of flanking sequences in widely distributed Drosophila melanogaster populations showed little intraspecific variation in these regions, even in geographically distant populations, underlining the constraints placed on them compared with the wider non-coding genomic landscape. This study establishes a new approach for resolving animal species relationships, building markedly on ideas first noted in Field et al. [9], and suggests that the flanking sequences of miRNAs are under strong functional constraint after speciation events.

2. Material and methods

(a) miRNA identification and sequence recovery

The complete miRNA complements of all 12 sequenced Drosophila genomes and that of the beetle T. castaneum were downloaded from miRBase for comparison. Twenty-five miRNAs were found to be present as single copies in all 13 genomes, as listed in the electronic supplementary material, file S1. Using a shell script (written by the authors and available on request), 300 bp of sequence immediately up- and downstream from the stem–loop sequence of each miRNA was extracted from the genomes of all species in figure 1. For the species shown in figure 2, nine (nematode) and 10 (mammal) stem/loop sequences from miRNA present in single copy in all genomes examined were downloaded from miRBase, with 300 bp of surrounding sequence sourced from Wormbase/Ensembl’s genome browsers as noted in the electronic supplementary material, file S1.

(b) Sequence alignment and phylogenetic inference

Sequences were analysed, and strand orientation was checked and corrected where necessary (see §3e). Genomic context for flanking regions was established using the UCSC Genome Browser, with additional FlyBase, RefSeq and GenBank tracks. miRNA gene sequences were aligned using MAFFT [14] with the Q-INS-i strategy individually gene by gene, with all 25 alignments concatenated to produce a final alignment. jModelTest [15] was used to select the best-fitted model of nucleotide substitution, the general time reversible (GTR) + I + G model. For figure 1c, the original alignment used in figure 1a was taken and stem/loop sequence manually excised in the Sequence Data Explorer of MEGA5.2 [16] to prevent alignment artefacts along the stem/loop excision boundary. A total alignment length of 28,992 bp (stem loop and flanking regions), 26,218 bp (flanking regions only) and 2463 bp (stem loop only) resulted from the concatenation of all data before manual exclusion of regions with one or more gaps (leaving 8176, 6071 and 1835 sites, respectively). This approach was mirrored for the species shown in figure 2 (figure 2a: total alignment lengths 9567/8701/1045 bp; gap-free alignments: 3265/2617/320 bp; figure 2b: total alignment lengths 7431/6464/987 bp; gap-free alignments: 6228/5270/762 bp). Alignments can be found in the electronic supplementary material, file S1 and sequences and alignments in alternate formats can be found in the electronic supplementary material, file S3.

PHYML 3.1 [12] was used under the GTR + I + G model (four categories) to infer a maximum-likelihood phylogeny. Only fully informative, gapless sites were used in the analysis, with alignment positions with any missing data removed by complete deletion. Bayesian analysis was performed using both MrBayes [11] and PhyloBayes [13]. MrBayes was run using the following settings: 4by4 nst = 6 rates = gamma. All MrBayes analyses were run until convergence was indicated when the average standard deviation of split frequencies was less than 0.01, after 1,000,000 generations (all and up/downstream flanking region trees) or 1,500,000 generations (stem/loop only tree). Convergence was confirmed by plotting likelihood scores against generations, and after determination of chain stationarity the initial 25% of sampled generations were discarded as ‘burn-in’.

PhyloBayes was run using the pb automatic stopping rule, two chains, the CAT-GTR model, four discrete gamma categories, maximum discrepancy 0.1 and minimum effective size 100. readbp was used to discard 20% of sampled points as ‘burn-in’ and remaining samples were used to generate averages for display. The final consensus trees were visualized in FigTree 1.4.0. MrBayes-derived Bayesian trees are shown in figures, with ML/PhyloBayes-derived topology indicating used an asterisk at nodes and dashed lines to represent topology in the few cases where differences existed.

For partition analyses, to determine the best-fitting models and estimate likelihoods for the resulting trees, PartitionFinder [17,18] was run using PHYML, a greedy search scheme and BIC model selection.

(c) Population variability assay

Wild-collected D. melanogaster fly stocks were obtained from Ehime-fly, National Bio-Resource Project, Japan. Genomic DNA
samples were prepared using a DNeasy blood and tissue kit (QiaGen) following the manufacturer’s protocol. Primers miR-993 F: CAGGGACATCTGCTG CG/miR-993 R: GTATACGCCGCATGGTGTTTGCC and miR-ila-b/8 F: GGCAACAAAGGGTGATTAT CG/miR-ila-b/8 R: CAGGACATCTGCTCG/miR-iab-4/8 R: CAAATGAAAGGCTTTCTGTG were used with Genesys Ltd. Taq polymerase and standard PCR conditions to amplify the relevant loci from samples, with resulting fragments cloned into pMD 18-T vector (Takara). Sanger sequencing was performed by BGI Hong Kong. Alignments were visualized in JALVIEW, coloured according to CLUSTALX identity [19], and haplotype maps were constructed using TCS [20].

3. Results and discussion
(a) Sequence curation and alignment
Initial assessment of miRNA conservation across the 12 sequenced drosophilid species and beetle T. castaneum revealed a large number of potential miRNA sequences for phylogenetic analysis. However, some species possess multiple copies of miRNAs as a result of lineage-specific duplications [21]. These paralogues, which are likely to be under varying selective pressures when compared with single-copy genes, could cause problems for phylogenetic analysis. We therefore used only the 25 miRNA genes that are found as clear single copies in these insect genomes (see the electronic supplementary material, file S1).

The stem/loop sequence and stem/loop only flanking regions only, (c) stem/loop regions together with flanking regions, (b) stem/loop regions and sequences were excised leaving only the 600 bp of flanking region alignment as shown in figure 1a. This ensured the best possible alignment near the stem/loop region, without creating artefacts across the artificial ‘boundary’ that would result if the stem/loop was excised before alignment.

While the gain and loss of indels across clades can be a source of phylogenetically useful data, and although sites containing gaps can provide additional data for analysis in some software, we excluded all sites with one or more gaps from our analysis to avoid miscoding owing to alignment errors. Some miRNA genes have altered orientation in the genome relative to the inferred ancestral state. We corrected orientation in all instances, and recommend curation of data to check for their possible occurrences in future work. Where strand-specific sequencing of RNA has been performed, this task will be made especially simple, but it is generally straightforward in any case, and provides a further rare genomic change for future phylogenetic inference. Visual curation of alignments is generally sufficient to correct errors in this process, as stem/loop sequence is relatively symmetrical, but flanking regions differ greatly from the stem/loop region as shown in figure 1a. This ensured the best possible alignment near the stem/loop region, without creating artefacts across the artificial ‘boundary’ that would result if the stem/loop was excised before alignment.

(b) Phylogenetic inference
Drosophilid trees recovered by MrBayes-based Bayesian analyses (GTR + 4G + I model) are presented in figure 1, with ML(GTR + 4G + I)/PhyloBayes (CAT-GTR) model topology indicated with dashed lines where differences exist. All the trees shown in figure 1 recover drosophilid phylogeny reliably as presented by Seetharam & Stuart [22]. Slight
differences include the exact position of *D. willistoni*, which is possibly the sister group of the *Drosophila* subgenus, although this remains to be confirmed [23]. This species’s position is not recovered consistently in our trees, but collapses to a polytomy with Old World *Sophophora* and *Drosophila sensu stricto* in some *MrBayes*-recovered trees. This may arise as a consequence of a long-branch effect, and discerning the true position of this clade would be aided by greater taxon sampling, as New World drosophilids are markedly under-sampled compared with their Old World and sophophorid counterparts. The topology recovered by *PhyloBayes* (under the CAT-GTR model, which is robust to long-branch attraction) suggests that it is, indeed, more closely related to the *Drosophila* subgenus than to the Old World *Sophophora*. The monophyly of the *D. sechellia, simulans, melanogaster, yakuba, erecta* and *ananassae* clade is correctly recovered but has relatively weak support (0.63/49/0.58) in our stem/loop only phylogeny (figure 1b)—these support values are more robust in the other two phylogenies, where more residues are available for bootstrap sampling. The ‘obscura’ group (*D. pseudoobscura* and *persimilis*) and the *Drosophila* subgenus are always recovered with almost maximal support.

**Figure 2.** Phylogenetic trees showing relationships of (a) rhabditid nematodes and (b) primates (with mouse outgroup), as recovered using alignments of stem/loop regions and flanking regions considered together (left), of stem/loop regions alone (centre) and flanking regions only (right). *MrBayes*-derived trees shown [11]. Numbers at base of nodes represent posterior probabilities (*MrBayes*, GTR + 4G + I)/bootstrap proportions expressed as a percentage (1000 replicates) [12]/posterior probabilities (*PhyloBayes*, [13], CAT-GTR). Alignments used in phylogenetic analysis, along with sequences, can be found in the electronic supplementary material, file S3. Coloured boxes represent clades as indicated. Scale bars represent substitutions per site at given unit distance.
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(c) Partitioned sequence analysis
To evaluate the degree of diversity between the molecular
signals at the different miRNA loci that were used for phylo-
genetic analysis, PARTITIONFINDER [17,18] was used to evaluate
the best-fitted model of molecular evolution for a variety of par-
tioned forms of our overall dataset. Table 1 summarizes these
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Table 1. Results of partitioning analysis, performed in PartitionFinder [17,18] using PHYML, a greedy search scheme and BIC model selection. All models implemented in PartitionFinder were tested for best fit with the exception of the GTR + G + I individual partition test (final row).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>partitions</th>
<th>no of partitions</th>
<th>models selected</th>
<th>log-likelihood: (2 dp)</th>
<th>BIC (2 dp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>GTR + G + I</td>
<td>−64 614.40</td>
<td>129 312.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all flanking regions versus all stem/loop sequences</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>HKY + G—stem/loop regions</td>
<td>−63 540.29</td>
<td>127 395.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mir-by-mir (each mir flanking and stem/loop sequences together)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>HKY + G—12 (all mir not listed below)</td>
<td>−64 384.35</td>
<td>129 174.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mir by mir flanking and stem/loop considered individually</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>HKY + G—40 (all partitions not named below)</td>
<td>−62 959.80</td>
<td>126 451.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>each mir flanking and stem/loop sequence considered individually</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>HKY + G—40 (all partitions not named below)</td>
<td>−62 959.80</td>
<td>126 451.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>each mir flanking and stem/loop sequence considered individually</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>HKY + G—40 (all partitions not named below)</td>
<td>−62 959.80</td>
<td>126 451.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All other nodes are supported with high (0.9/90) posterior probability and bootstrap values respectively, giving us firm confidence in the utility of this method. We gain consistent and strong topological, posterior probability and bootstrap support for the same phylogeny and branching order for all other species, suggesting that phylogenetic signal is consistent throughout all regions of the alignment. Furthermore, and vitally for ongoing work using these phylogenetic characters, phylogenetic relationships are reliably recovered by both ML and Bayesian methods of analysis. This confirms the utility of these characters and demonstrates this means of inferring phylogeny is robust to the application of different algorithms of phylogenetic reconstruction. We suggest the use of both stem/loop and flanking sequence, as trees using both sources of data provide marginally better resolution of relationships in our study.

To confirm the broader utility of these markers in the
resolution of phylogeny, we have investigated both rhabditid nematode (figure 2a) and primate (figure 2b) phylogeny using the same methodology as used for the broader drosophiliid example above. In both cases, we robustly recovered the well-catalogued inter-relationships of these organisms, with the best resolution and best supported trees resulting from the use of both flanking and stem/loop sequence—in the case of primates, stem/loop only sequence is so well conserved that there is little resolution in the tree using only that data. Even in the case of rhabditid nematodes, a notably fast-evolving clade, phylogeny is recovered using a small sample of miRNA sequences, and in the case of primates, where a deliber-
ately restricted sample of conserved miRNA was chosen for investigation (10 conserved miRNA genes found in single copy, of the more than 25 catalogued examples of these), the true phylogeny was nonetheless recovered. We therefore believe both fast-evolving and slow-evolving clades can be investigated using these characters, although in slow-evolving
the addition of a single partition, and when flanking regions and stem/loop regions were considered separately under the Tamura–Nei (TN) and Hasegawa–Kishino–Yano (HKY) models the log-likelihood of the best tree was calculated to be $-63,540.29$ (2dp).

The addition of extra partitions generally continued to raise the calculated log-likelihood of the resulting tree, with a 50 partition dataset calculated to have a likelihood of $-62,959.80$ (2 dp). This is itself unsurprising—when additional partitions are added, the number of parameters in the model increases, and thus the likelihood score is likely to improve simply because the model is more complex and therefore provides better fit with the data. However, the log-likelihood of the miRNA-by-miRNA analysis ($-64,384.35$) is markedly lower than the likelihood of the simplest of partitioned models where flanking regions and stem/loop sequences are considered separately as only two separate partitions ($-63,540.29$)—this indicates that flanking regions and stem/loop regions are better modelled apart, as they are under slightly different evolutionary pressures.

This is suggested further by comparison of BIC values—at 127,395.89 for the two partition scheme, versus 129,174.10 for 25 partitions, partitioning stem/loop and flanking regions separately is improved using to miRNA-by-miRNA approaches. BIC values continue to improve when individual miRNA stem and flanking regions are themselves partitioned. When possible, the addition of extra partitions, particularly those that split flanking and stem/loop sequence, clearly allows more correct modelling of molecular evolution for miRNA alignment data, although we note no changes in tree topology result from the implementation of partitioned models in our experimentation when compared with figure 1.

On a miRNA-by-miRNA basis, the HKY model is almost universally that which provides the best fit, with 12 miRNAs best modelled by HKY $+ G + I$ and 12 by HKY $+ G$ (no invariant sites). Only miR-308, modelled by TrNef $+ G$, differs from the other loci used in the present phylogenetic analysis. This is remarkably consistent for a diverse set of genic markers involved in a variety of molecular processes.

The miRNA stem/loop and flanking sites, when split apart on a by-gene basis, remained remarkably homogeneous in the best-fit model. Of 50 flanking and stem/loop regions considered separately as partitions, 40 were best modelled using the HKY $+ G$ model of molecular evolution. Flanking regions in particular are similar, with only miR-308’s flanking region best fitted to an alternative model of molecular evolution (TrNef $+ G$). Why flanking regions, when considered as an ‘all flanking region’ dataset, were best modelled with the TrN $+ G$ model while individually they were almost universally best modelled with HKY $+ G$ seems to be the result of a very slight contribution from the miR-308 sequence—HKY $+ G$ was the second-best performing model for the ‘all flanking’ dataset (BIC: TrN $+ G$ 110,493.76 versus HKY $+ G$ 110,497.96, 2 dp).

This suggests that the flanking regions surrounding a diverse set of miRNA sequences are under relatively consistent evolutionary pressure; indeed, slightly more consistent pressure than that of the miRNA stem/loop sequences they flank. This further supports the status of both miRNA and flanking region sequence as useful sources of phylogenetic character information for further analysis—contrary to protein-coding genes, which may be under a diverse range of pressures depending on their functional roles and cellular locations, miRNA flanking sequences seem to be relatively consistent in their molecular signal.

Partitioning undoubtedly results in more adequate models of molecular evolution across concatenated miRNA sequence trees. When the correct model for each partition is unknown, GTR $+ G + I$ adequately models partitioned sequences. In the example shown here, performing analyses with each partition under the GTR $+ G + I$ model results in a very similar log-likelihood to individually selected models for each partition ($-62,976.34$ versus $-62,959.80$). As computational power has markedly increased in availability in recent years, running the GTR $+ G + I$ model on individual partitions seems an adequate compromise when further information is not available.

(d) Robustness to population-level variation

As a further test of our method’s robustness to naturally existing variation, we assayed D. melanogaster samples drawn from different parts of the world to check the diversity of sequences at such loci. Numerous studies have underlined potential variability at the miRNA gene level, with medical and developmental consequences [24–26]. Any great variability in miRNA stem/loop and flanking sequences between drosophilid intraspecies populations would potentially weaken our results.

Loci surrounding two miRNA, miR-993 and miR-iab-4/8, the latter of which is shared ancestrally and was part of the alignment used for phylogenetic analysis, were cloned and sequenced from D. melanogaster samples taken from across their worldwide distribution. The alignment of these sequenced loci, along with strain number, collection site and collection year, are provided in the electronic supplementary material, file S2a,b. Very little variability was seen between samples from different collection sites, with no differences whatsoever observed in stem/loop sequence. With the exception of 6/7 bp indels (miR-993 at residue 642 in Shanghai strain, and miR-iab-4 in Zamb and Tokyo strains), maximum differences of 3 bp are observed between samples and the consensus over 700–800 bp of sequence. This suggests that these loci are highly constrained, even in widely separated, fast-evolving lineages.

Analysis of haplotype diversity (electronic supplementary material, file S2c,d) suggests that this sequence conservation may limit the suitability of miRNA for biogeographic inference. The limited number of extant mutations and relative stochasticity of topological relationships that result from the mapping of this data (electronic supplementary material, file S2b) markedly differ from that of the ‘out of Africa’ habitat expansion known to have occurred in the D. melanogaster lineage [27]. We therefore do not recommend the use of miRNA-linked traits for biogeographic inference. However, these results suggest that even such rapidly evolving and widely spread species as drosophilids are subjected to strong stabilizing selection at miRNA loci. This further implies that miRNA can provide excellent complementary means for quantitative phylogenetic inference in a range of contexts.

(e) Functional constraints outside the miRNA stem/loop region

Regions flanking the miRNA stem/loop sequences show a high degree of conservation among species. For example, figure 3 shows an alignment for the regions flanking miR-133. To confirm that conserved flanking sequences shown here do not represent exonic fragments of surrounding genes, we investigated their genomic context (electronic supplementary material,
The majority of flanking sequences used in our analyses are composed of non-coding intergenic DNA, suggesting that conservation of these hairpin-loop flanking sequences is independent of either the presence of exonic sequence or protein-coding gene regions.

Aspects of the regulation of miRNA genes have already been the subject of some investigation, with findings suggesting developmentally and clinically relevant effects [28,29]. Given the high degree of conservation of miRNA flanking sequence among species, it is possible that flanking sequence may play an important regulatory role for controlling expression of miRNAs. Previous studies have shown that the expression levels of 5p and 3p miRNAs of homologous miRNAs differ across developmental stages and species [1,28]. In the case of some miRNAs, such as miR-10 in T. castaneum and D. melanogaster, the dominance of 5p and 3p arms differ even when they have identical duplex sequences, suggesting arm usage is encoded in the primary miRNA sequence. As 5p and 3p miRNAs target different mRNAs, changes in their expression levels/dominance provide another way for gene regulation to evolve in animals, termed ‘arm switching’. The highly conserved regions identified in this study may represent new targets for the investigation of cis-regulation of miRNA arm usage, which provides a mechanism by which the function of a miRNA locus and its target gene network can evolve.

4. Conclusion
Both miRNAs and their flanking sequences provide phylogenetic signals suitable for the inference of phylogeny with high levels of accuracy, when sufficient numbers of this type are concatenated. As detailed here, the clear identity and easy alignment of these sequences makes them good candidates for estimating phylogeny, and they can reliably be found and identified across all members of a clade of interest.
Their relatively slow evolution [3] also means that they can easily be identified in de novo assemblies of genomes. Such alignments exhibit strong conservation across populations, which can add utility for inference of relationship above the species level, but limits the use of miRNA sequences for biogeographic inference. Despite historic issues regarding their use for phylogenetic inference [8], miRNAs can be employed as both qualitative [9] and quantitative markers, with the latter demonstrated clearly here. Our investigation demonstrates the utility of miRNA sequences as classical phylogenetic markers, and shows this usage is robust to different algorithms of phylogenetic analysis and the analysis of fast-evolving lineages. Such a method provides novel characters for assessing phylogenetic relationships that will be of use in a range of contexts for resolving branches across the tree of life.
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